RightFind® Passport

*Simplify content authentication*

Maintaining a large set of IP ranges that are constantly changing is a challenge for organizations that want to ensure employees have access to all of their licensed content. RightFind® Passport, powered by EZproxy®, allows users to securely access your organization’s content from any location, on any browser-enabled device. Additionally, RightFind Passport enables you to collect accurate content usage data on who is using your licensed content, helping you optimize your content spend.

RIGHTFIND PASSPORT ADVANTAGES:

→ Simplify your authentication process
→ Use multiple IP addresses to manage site subscription access
→ Gain secure remote access to your organization’s content
→ Get insights on who is using content
SIMPLIFY YOUR AUTHENTICATION PROCESS
It can be very time consuming to manually track the IP address of all employees, deliver that information to each publisher, and continuously maintain that information. RightFind Passport simplifies the content authentication process and provides uninterrupted access to content. With RightFind Passport you can use a single unique IP address or multiple IP addresses if you want to limit access to content by group or division, making it unnecessary to manually track the IP address of every employee and maintain that information.

GAIN SECURE REMOTE ACCESS TO YOUR ORGANIZATION’S CONTENT
Many companies face growing challenges when trying to provide all employees access to subscribed content, regardless of whether employees are working from their offices or from their homes. With RightFind Passport, employees can access content remotely, such as subscriptions and databases, without requiring use of a VPN or company network because authentication happens through RightFind.

GET INSIGHTS ON CONTENT USAGE
Information managers are looking for ways to effectively demonstrate how content investments support the company's strategic business goals and tell a content ROI story. RightFind Passport captures all content requests and directs them through RightFind, tracking content usage down to the individual user level.

HOW IT WORKS
RightFind Passport acts as an intermediary between CCC’s RightFind platform and publishers’ content servers. When using RightFind Passport, all user content requests are funneled through RightFind to a unique proxy server or multiple proxy servers that relays the request to the publisher websites. By acting as the clearinghouse for all connections to content on third party publisher websites, RightFind Passport simplifies the content authentication process.
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LEARN MORE
Learn about RightFind solutions.
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